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A NEW NAME FOR GOOGLE APPS



NEW NAME, SAME FUNCTIONALITY by: RTC Ben Beatty Google’s collection of work apps are essential to Fordham’s online presence, and several important changes have been made that the community should be aware of- especially its new name! The apps, which were previously called “Google Apps”, are now branded as “G Suite”. Going forward, G Suite will be the designation used by Fordham when addressing Google applications. The name change does not affect the apps themselves; G Suite still includes all of the apps that the Fordham community relies on, such as Gmail, Docs, Drive, Calendar, and many others. In addition to the new label, Google has implemented a few performance improvements within the apps themselves that increase productivity and usability. Most notable is the new “Explore” feature in Docs, Slides, and Sheets, where users can find an intuitive search function that can help simplify tasks. While making a spreadsheet in Sheets, for example, one could search “how many units were sold on Black Friday?” Explore will automatically find or compute intelligent responses to a user’s questions. Explore and a few other improvements are already available to try out on the web and on mobile devices that run iOS or Android; these changes to the G Suite lineup are sure to please!



HELP WANTED! Give yourself a professional edge. Work for Fordham IT. Current openings are listed at fordham.edu/ITJobOpportunities



KEEP IN TOUCH WITH YOUR FORDHAM RTCS Twitter @FordhamRTC Online fordham.edu/RTC Facebook facebook.com/fordham.rtc 1



BEWARE OF EXPLODING SMARTPHONES!



PLAYSTATION VIRTUAL REALITY



by: RTC Brendan McShane



by: RTC Amirah Brown



The highly anticipated Samsung Galaxy Note 7, expected to rival Apple’s latest iPhone release, has received hundreds of reports claiming that the Note 7 would overheat and eventually burst. The problem began after the beta testing in early August with many of the initial users reporting the problem. Samsung instituted a recall while they looked further into the issues. They came to the conclusion that defective batteries were at fault, and they replaced all of the batteries during the recall. However, the problem was not solved as the same problem continued to occur. Samsung issued another recall as well as suspending, then later canceling, the production and sales of the Note 7 in September. Samsung’s official diagnosis has not yet been released as of mid-October. There is a real possibility of Samsung losing a significant portion of their user base as many customers are questioning the reliability and safety of other products from kitchen appliances to their other lines of cell phones. The discontinuation of the Note 7 will have profound impacts not only among shareholders of the Korean company, but also the consumer base who are losing trust with the enterprise. The future of the 80-year-old company could be in jeopardy.



Gaming has taken a jump to the world of virtual reality. Now, with this third person point of view, you can step right into the game like never before. But the question is, what makes it any different from other virtual reality headsets? The Playstation VR is light on the face and is designed to feel like it’s not even there. You get the full 3-D experience for a more convenient consul and a cheaper price. Many people have to own high-speed computers to even be able to use the competing products. Unlike those products, the Playstation VR can be used on multiple gaming systems. It is connected through HDMI and USB cables which are part of many other systems. It can be used in competing Xbox systems, laptop gaming, and more! It is even better that you do not need to go buy any games to play! A majority of the games on the Playstation 4 work in VR. However, for the 2-D only games, you can still use the VR goggles but it will only appear as a large display rather than the full 3-D effect. Gaming stores throughout the country are allowing users to go in and try it out before purchasing. I strongly suggest buying the Playstation VR if you are interested in the best gaming experience possible.



MILLENNIALS & CABLE TV by: RTC Brig Cruser WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HAVE IN STORE FOR THE TV? Our generation loves television. In fact, Millenials have been reported to watch more than six hours of content a day, on average. Where are we getting all this content from? There are many dissenting opinions on the matter. Some might say that we are obviously moving away from traditional, cable TV. I, for one, can’t remember the last time I actually watched something live on a television set. However, Glenn B. Enoch, along with other media executives, says, "We think behaviors could change once the so-called Millennials start having families.” However, this might be more of denial than fact; studies have shown that only 40% of Millenials have a cable television, as compared to 90% of people aged 65 and older. So, if Millenials aren’t watching cable, where are they watching content? The CEO of AOL has claimed that Snapchat, which generates 10 billion video views a day, is the future. This is certainly a unique claim, one without much evidence. The intuitive answer to the question of where we get our content is streaming sites such as Netflix or Amazon. Not only are 93.7% of millennial Internet-users predicted to watch streaming content this year, but even the average 2-5 year-old is watching an average of two hours of streaming content per day. The reign of streaming content has begun, although there’s no telling how long it will last.
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BRAINWAVES AND THE FUTURE OF



PASSWORD TECHNOLOGY AN IDENTIFIER SECURER THAN THE FINGERPRINT by: RTC Alessandra Youth Keep forgetting your passwords? Well, it’s starting to look like that won’t be a problem in the future. Now that electroencephalogram (EEG) scans have been developed to read people’s brainwaves, scientists are beginning research on how to identify people using them. The high success rates in experiments they’ve run suggest that brainwaves can become the passwords of the future. But how would this work? The computer would give you a few words and then analyze the brainwaves that you generate as you react to them. Since everyone reacts differently, the patterns you send out are as unique as your fingerprints. However, if someone manages to steal your pattern, brainwaves have a benefit that fingerprints do not: you can change them, and this means that you can “reset” your password if there is a breach in security. There are, however, some concerns that come along with recording and using brainwaves. Not only can the patterns be used to identify people, but they can also reflect some of the medical, behavioral, and emotional traits of the person they come from. Since apps have been developed to help the general population read EEG scans, information that users may not want brought to light could become public if their brainwaves were somehow accessed. Though this technology will probably not become available anytime soon, both the useful and possibly dangerous aspects of it are being explored, so keep on the lookout for future developments!



COGNITIVE COOKING WITH IBM WATSON



ARTIFICIAL V. HUMAN INTELLIGENCE by: RTC Jeffrey Chen Go is a 2-player strategy board game, where players take turns placing white and black stones on the vacant intersections (named "points") of a board with a 19×19 grid of lines. Victory is awarded to the player who surrounds the most area. Google Deep Mind created a robot called Alpha Go to simulate human being’s logic and ways to play Go. In March 2016, the robot had a game with one of the best Go players in the world, Lee Sedol. Before the game, people believed that Lee would dominate the robot; however, things played out differently. After the last match on March 15th, Alpha Go won the game by 3-1. In fiction movies, AI dominates human beings in some way. For example, in the Terminator Series, AI robots have high intellect and work and battle just like human beings. With Alpha Go, “It is possible that technology one day can be better than human beings.” However, Andrew Ng, a worker in the STAIR (Stanford Artificial Intelligence Robot) project, states that human intelligence is different than Artificial Intelligence. “Human don’t need to understand birds, but we can create planes.” Whether Artificial Intelligence is going to overcome human beings, only time will tell.



by: RTC Daniel Garrett Does a melon couscous dish with raisins and Campbell’s Cream of Mushroom soup sound tasty to you? Probably not, but according to Watson this meal has one of the highest flavor synergies. You have probably seen IBM’s quirky supercomputer on commercials, but its groundbreaking AI is just the beginning: Watson can perform 80 trillion operations a second (that is 100,000 operations for every human on Earth) and can read 200 million pages in three seconds. These ludicrous speeds aren’t available exclusively to researchers or governments though – anyone can use Watson’s APIs and servers, improving the services of anything from taxi companies to regional hospitals. Watson and bonappétit (an online recipe website) have teamed up to create a special branch of Watson’s computational power, aptly named Chef Watson. This creativity inspired cooking app uses bonappétit’s huge recipe database and stores the chemical compounds of all the ingredients within its own servers. Making your own recipe is simple: just run the web-based application and select your first ingredient. Watson will automatically populate the remaining fields with ingredients that synergize well and then provide recipes and instructions below to make your kitchen masterpiece. The program even has specific filters such as vegan, gluten free, and dairy free – so look through your fridge and type in whatever you see first and let Watson do the thinking for you as you cook a masterful dish!
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